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The new Faubion School building in Northeast Portland will receive natural light via light
wells and a 50-foot atrium in the main entry. (Sam Tenney/DJC)
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A school-based health clinic will be located on the ground floor. The college paid for the area,
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“There’s a pretty amazing need out there,” Gerding said.

“There’s a pretty amazing need out there,” Gerding said.A demonstration kitchen near the cafeteria will be used for cooking classes. Those programs are often provided to high school-aged
children, but administrators have learned the lessons are equally valuable to Faubion students.
“It’s bringing life skills to middle school kids,” Gerding said. “Sometimes we have seventh- (and)
eighth-graders go home and they’re the ones who are cooking food for their siblings.”
A fresh start
Right now, the replacement project is about halfway through its two-year timeline. The focus
now is on completing installation of the interior framing and mechanical, electrical and plumbing
elements before more precipitation falls.
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Construction work on the $49 million Faubion School replacement is approximately
halfway complete. Todd Construction is the contractor for the Bora Architects-designed
project. (Sam Tenney/DJC)
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The old Faubion was afflicted by problems common to older schools – leaky roof, lead, asbestos and seismic
The old Faubion School served one last function for its community before it came down. First
concerns. Officials felt it best to demolish and start over. Construction of a whole new facility also settled some
responders from about 10 agencies used the building for training – smoking it out to test firefightcommunity members’ nerves, said Ken Fisher, program manager for Lake Oswego-based Heery.
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feature. The team decided to use lots of solar to achieve LEED gold – ample photovoltaic cells on
the roof and a solar water heating system.
The project started at $48 million and then escalated to $49 million. Concordia’s contribution is
$15.5 million (all donations). Hard construction costs total $37 million. It was a hard-bid project with
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A carpenter with Cascade Acoustics installs exterior framing on Portland Public Schools’
Faubion School project in Northeast Portland. (Sam Tenney/DJC)
But before any of that could happen, Faubion students had to relocate to Tubman Middle School near the Lloyd
a two-step process. Five firms submitted qualified packages, with Todd Construction eventually
District. And before that, Tubman had to be updated (using bond money).

winning. The contractor has had between 70 and 90 people working on the project since it began.
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Contractor: Todd Construction

The project started at $48 million and then escalated to $49 million. Concordia’s contribution is $15.5 million (all
Architect: Bora Architects
donations). Hard construction costs total $37 million. It was a hard-bid project with a two-step process. Five firms
Civil engineer: 3J Consulting
submitted qualified packages, with Todd Construction eventually winning. The contractor has had between 70 and
Structural engineer: ABHT
90 people working on the project since it began.

Excavation: Coffman Excavation

Steel
Volk
SteelStreet
Erectors
The
site,framing:
at Northeast
Dekum
and 30th Avenue, was once a farm. Excavators have found evidence of this in
bottles
now arrayed
Roofing:
Snyderoutside one of the job trailers on-site. There’s no tower crane; crews are using two mobile,
mud-caked
lifts. Robert Lloyd Sheet Metal
Mechanical:
Electrical: Prairie Electric
Plumbing: Tapani Plumbing
Metal siding: Martin Sheet Metal
CMU and brickwork: Klinger Masonry
Faubion School replacement
Landscape architect: Walker Macy
Landscaping:
Dennis’
Size:
133,000 square
feet 7 Dees

“Remember all this mud when you come back on opening day,” Fisher said.

Cost: $49 million
Owner’s representative: Heery International
Contractor: Todd Construction
Architect: Bora Architects
Excavation: Coffman Excavation
Steel framing: Volk Steel Erectors
Roofing: Snyder
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